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A Special Books with Buddies Day at
Kilohana School
by S. Peabody
November 28 was a SPECIAL Books with Buddies Day at Kilohana School.
Included in the celebration of reading was a workshop for parents, Books with
Buddies and “Just Because”.
K-3rd grade Reading Coach, Shona Pineda began the Books with Buddies
Day with a Literacy workshop for parents. Parents who attended the brief workshop were eligible to receive a book for their child from the Book Fair selections
through sponsorship of Reading First. Mrs. Pineda stressed the importance of
parents and families reading aloud to build relationships, develop reading interest and skills. She also explained the correlation between reading and vocabulary development.
The children at Kilohana keep reading logs with the help and support of parents and adults around them. Students are encouraged to think about the “narrative” and or “expository” stories they read or listen to.
Reading Aloud with Children helps develop language -- even before they
learn to actually decode the words and write the words. Hearing stories, poetry,
non-fiction, songs provides the foundation for children to develop listening skills.
Reading aloud provides parents with essential building memories and connections for later at the reading table. While parents and other adults read, children
observe many things about the print and illustrations on the page as they sit on
laps or close by.
A handout gave hints for “after reading strategies,” such as asking the child
to retell the story, look at pictures together, asking what happens, and giving positive feedback or gentle prompting . Relating stories to personal experiences or
feelings expressed in the stories helps children begin to learn about verbalizing
and being given permission to talk about their experiences or feelings. Valuable
“Read Aloud Pitfalls” aimed the message as “Reading is fun. Let’s do it again
soon.” For a copy see Mrs. Pineda. Helpful flash cards remind students to ask
the questions about content, making predictions or remembering characters in a
book.
Reading aloud to children of all ages builds a storehouse of knowledge that
can be used to later connect to conversations anywhere, not just in school.
Children get precious and personal information from books they use, remember
to talk, read, or write. Children learn the Joy of Reading.
The workshop concluded with a visit to the Scholastic Book Fair with volunteer librarian Andrea Benis and the School Wide Reading with Buddies.
The regular Reading with Buddies is an opportunity for school staff and
friends to sit together in small group to read a book each chooses, or for younger
children to have a book read to them. The fifteen minute event happens outdoors, everyone brings their hali‘i or mat and a favorite or current book. The
November Books with Buddies day was SPECIAL were also treated to a “Just
Because” snack for all students.
PCNC facilitator Louise Miguel explained the day and the school theme
continues to be building relationships through partnerships. The students and
families of Kilohana along with the staff and community work, play and share
the Joy of Reading together.
PCNC coordinates the contributions of Ohana Support, Primary School
Adjustment Program and KSCO (Kilohana School Community Organization) to
provide the raw materials and work to bring together the school community for
students

Nurse Karen and support staff (Eddie Espiritu) from Maui Memorial Medical
Center offered Blood Glucose testing at the recent Na Puuwai Health Fair.

Heart, Brain & Vascular Center at Maui
Memorial Medical Center
Recently on the evening news, the Heart, Brain and Vascular Center featured
the latest lifesaving and life preserving procedures at Maui Memorial Medical
Center. The Heart, Brain and Vascular Center is performing some of the most
advanced procedures in t he state, including stroke therapy and interventional radiology treatments. Plans are underway for expansion of services to include angioplasty and open heart surgery.
Opened in 1894 as “Malulani” (Protection of Heaven ) by Queen Kapiolani,
who placed the hospital under special patronage of Her Royal Highness the young
Princess Lili‘uokalani nd he Franciscan sisters: Mother Marianne, sister Renata
and Sister Antonella. Financial responsibility for Malulani Hospital was assumed
by the County of Maui in 1927. In 1952, a 140-bed Central Maui Memorial
Hospital, dedicated to Maui’s veterans, opened its doors.
In 1956 all acute care was consolidated under Central Maui Memorial in
1956 after Paia, Puunene and Lahaina Hospitals closed. It became Maui
Memorial Hospital in 1963, and in 1966, operations were transferred from the
County to the State of Hawaii. Now, since 1997, Hawaii Health Systems
Corporation (HHSC) took over along with administration of11 other state hospitals and the name was changed to Maui Memorial Medical Center.
Below: Maui Water Department was represented at the event by Edna
Manzano, and
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Lost Boat Damaged Reef: Liability?
Leimana Naki, caretaker of Kahinapohaku fishpond, saw the drifting yacht hit
the reef, busting coral as the storm battered the boat through to to a sandy spot
where neighbors and MFD resecued it. But, Leimana is concerned about why boat
owners allow this to happen. Is it negligence? Shouldn’t owners pay for damaging the reef? A living reef is vital to our Islands Life. Whose boat is this?

Winter is here!
The new bridge at Kainalu prevented the highway from flooding as in the past,
its very smoothe, but the riverbank apparently needs more support to prevent
flooding of adjacent property. About 12 inches of rain and driving Kona winds
(gusts to 35mph) measured in Waialua between Dec. 1 and Dec 7 on saturated
land had the river finding a wider route, surrounding George Manintin’s house
via the lowest part of the riverwall part of the bridge ending. Hmm, fix it.

Mahalo Letter from UCC Topside Churches

Hot Water
Heater
Instantaneous
Tankless

Mahalo to all who helped make our bazaar on November 3rd such a success: The merchants and individuals that donated fabulous prizes for our lucky
number drawing; the church members and friends that sold tickets, set up and
cleaned up, donated items to be sold, and volunteered to run booths the day of the
bazaar; and everyone on Molokai who bought a chicken hekka dinner plate, a
lucky number ticket, or goodies at the bazaar.
Your kokua makes it possible for our four churches (Hoolehua,
Kalaikamanu Hou, Kaluaaha, and Waialua Congregational Churches) to maintain
our schedule of worship services and activities.
With aloha,
Louise Miguel, Chairperson
Topside Molokai UCC Council
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NEW AND USED!
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DEA Raids Investigated; Gun Free Zone are Killing Fields
editorial by George Peabody for The MAN
Hawaii US Attorney drug warrior Ed Kubo, MPD Chief
Thomas Phillips et al must be included in investigation by
Congressional committee of raid tactics by DEA.
Last week, Congressional House Judiciary Committee
Chair, Rep. Conyers pledged to investigate the DEA’s ongoing tactics that have resulted in death, serious injury, property
destruction, prisons full of non violent drug users, and they
threaten the safety and security of state licensed medical mariEd Kubo
US Attorney
juana patients, providers, and innocent landlords. Conyers’
commitment to question DEA attacks on medical marijuana states has brought
holiday cheer to medical marijuana patients.
Hawaii U.S. Attorney Ed Kubo visited Molokai recently without notifying
The MAN reporters who would have pinned him down in public on the fraud
and criminality of his actions promoting the ultra vires Drug War. But, it was
reported he said “The deterioration of the soul leads to drug abuse,” and Kubo
did not explain how moral weakness justifies criminal prosecutions and prison
for the rest of one’s life, family destruction and being terrorized, injured or murdered in a DEA-MPD drug raid, college loan rejects and criminal records, and
the resulting underground drug trade by criminally corrupt police and prison
guards and attorneys. But, Kubo expanded his message of drug war terror, proclaiming “We are going to spread our wings; we are going to do enforcement on
all of the islands.” [Sounds like the Devil Himself speaking!]
Since the DEA began raiding state licensed medical cannabis dispensing
offices in 2002, Congress has never held a hearing to investigate the goal of
these raids, how much these raids are costing taxpayers in both dollars and precious resources, or what impact these raids are having on patients and the state
and local governments attempting to regulate the distribution of medical marijuana in accordance with state law.
A Congressional House oversight investigation is an important and significant opportunity for Constitutional Patriots and the medical marijuana community in Hawaii and nationwide to expose the DEA criminals and their leading
U.S. Attorney Generals such as Linda Lingle and her fascist drug warrior US
attorney Ed Kubo.
DEA/Kubo and MPD’s impromptu armed dawn raids on Molokai residences based on the testimony of shadowy neighborhood informants wouldn't
look out of place in Communist East Germany but we are told by police and
politicians that it is the new Amerika, the new Hawaii, and that we should shut
up and accept it, and he will give you money to make it easier.
U.S. Attorney Kubo, facing termination of his position as Hawaii’s top federal prosecutor at the end of President Bush’s term next year, is on a whirlwind
tour of the islands at Taxpayer expense like a future political candidate for
Congress, expounding on his ability to bring federal dollars to support more
DEA drug war terrorism. Included in his visit to Molokai was a closed to
reporters meeting with Molokai Police to “learn more about crimes occurring on
the island” where US Attorney Ed Kubo has absolutely no jurisdiction. Kubo is
conspiring with MPD chief Thomas Phillips and Molokai DARE officer Lonnie
Caparida, Sgt. Tim Meyers et al, with millions of dollars for cooperating with
feds to terrorize Hawaii residents, to steal private property in under the guise of
the War on Drugs, which is really a War on Americans: its Treason.
Kubo declared that Hawaii is number ONE in the nation for drug use.
Kubo knows that as long as that perception is maintained, federal funding keeps
rolling in to support more of Lingle’s oppressive Police State and his DEA goon
squads consorting with Maui Police, ultra vires against the Constitution for the
united States of America, and the Hawaii Constitution.
But US Attorney Ed Kubo, Caprida, Meyer, Phillips and MPDet al ignore
the truth and facts to rationalize their unlawful treasonous actions: 30 years and
billions of dollars for the War on Drugs and it is a clear failure that has caused
more harm in deaths, broken families, property loss, and filled prisons with
mostly non violent drug users; the main beneficiaries of the War on Drugs are
police and prosecutors, politicians, and the Prison Industry; DEA/Police raids
aggravate the problems associated with marijuana production and research, driving up prices and attracting criminal elements and their violence and making the
medicine difficult to obtain by licensed patients; Ed Kubo/Lingle/MPD are
criminals for violating the Constitution for the united States of America with
their drug war and Police State tactics which are obviously intended to make
people afraid, to convince people to give up their rights, to force people to submit to an external authority, and to punish "non-believers."
I will paraphrase US Attorney Kubo: The deterioration of the soul leads to
a Drug Warrior Fascist mindset and criminal behavior that is TREASON.

STOP THE DRUG WAR—Its WORSE than DRUGS!
SUPPORT the Hinchey Medical Marijuana Amendment
The US Supreme Court upheld the DEA ban on medical use of marijuana.
While this ruling did not change law in Hawaii that provides medical marijuana protections, US Attorney Ed Kubo and his DEA goons act like they have
the consent of the governed to use Taxpayers’ money to undermine the will of
the voters, and violate the rights of American Citizens with War on Drugs.
I think that is wrong, and I urge you to take an important opportunity to
support the Hinchey amendment at Congress in the debate over the ScienceState-Justice-Commerce Appropriations bill. I would prohibit the federal government from arresting, raiding or prosecuting patients who are abiding by state
medical marijuana laws.
Medical marijuana patients and their providers should not have to live in
fear that police will break down their doors and take them to jail because of
their choice of medicine, certainly not in Hawaii whose voters and legislators
made laws to protect them. That is a horrendous state of affairs, and it is irrational to divert federal money to attacking patients.
The MAN

Crime Reduction Seen as Freedom Grows
Former US Surgeon General, Dr. Joycelyn Elders said that drug legalization
would reduce crime, because its clear that prohibition of drugs causes crime. The
loss each day to our safety, our liberties.... is just too great..... she pleaded.
Elders said later was that more people agreed with her than were willing to
admit it publicly. Senators came up to her at airports, saying she was right and
they agreed, but politically they couldn't say so. With the exception of presidential candidate Ron Paul, a long-time opponent of the drug war. He favors ending
drug prohibition, most of the other Republican and Democrate candidates
embrace the drug warrior mantle.
A week after voters in Denver for the third time in as many years sent a strong
signal that they don't want adult marijuana smokers arrested, the city of Denver is
moving to comply with the will of the voters. In response to the 57% passage of
an initiative making adult marijuana possession offenses the city's lowest law
enforcement priority, Mayor John Hickenlooper announced this week that he will
create an 11-member panel to oversee and implement the initiative.
Denver voted to legalize the possession of up to an ounce of marijuana by
adults in 2005, but city officials have refused to recognize that act, instead ticketing people on the basis of the state marijuana law. They could still do that, Denver
Police Chief Gerry Whiteman said in a statement.
"When an individual is cited for possession of less than an ounce of marijuana -- as Colorado state law requires -- it is generally because the marijuana was
uncovered by police during the course of investigating another crime," said
Whitman.
"We are glad to see our mayor and city officials will be respecting the will of
the voters, and we look forward to working with them toward a more sensible
marijuana policy in the city of Denver," responded SAFER leader Mason Tvert.
Denver had nearly 1,400 marijuana possession cases last year. Seattle, a similarly-sized city which passed a lowest priority initiative in 2003, and whose
municipal officials have cooperated with it, had just 125.

Supreme Court of The Hawaiian Islands
Clerk of the SUPREME COURT
c/o Judiciary of the Hawaiian Kingdom
73-4303 CR-A, Hawaii Belt Road,
Kona Akua, Island of Hawaii
Kingdom of Hawaii

TO:

SUMMONS

THE GOSPEL SHOES OF CHRIST JESUS CHURCH, INC., ERESTAJO &
JUDY CAPARIDA, MS. RUTH MANU, RAYMOND NAKI & family,
STAFFORD CAPARIDA & family, SIMOE LUAFALEMANA & family,
PETER B. NOTTAGE & DAVID NOTTAGE, LANCE DUNBAR and Kainalu
Ranch Partners, et al, and John and Jane Does 1-10, et al.
You are COMMANDED to appear and show cause why the claim
of Paul Kauka Cullen, Petitioner, should not be awarded to him
pursuant to his petition.
CAUSE, WRIT OF POSSESSION, ACTION FOR EJECTMENT, PETITIONER’S AFFIDAVIT, PETITIONER’S BOND, PROOFS 1, 2, 3, 4,
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

Cause:

Paul Kauka Cullen (et al) Petitioners
v.
THE GOSPEL SHOES OF CHRIST JESUS CHURCH, INC., ERESTAJO &
JUDY CAPARIDA, MS. RUTH MANU, RAYMOND NAKI & family,
STAFFORD CAPARIDA & family, SIMOE LUAFALEMANA & family,
PETER B. NOTTAGE & DAVID NOTTAGE, LANCE DUNBAR and Kainalu
Ranch Partners, et al, and John and Jane Does 1-10, et al. Respondents

This cause is on the calendar for hearing in the
SUPREME COURT OF THE HAWAIIAN ISLANDS.
Hearing is to be held at the following time and location:
Before the Honorable Magistrate; Keoni Lopaka,
Hearing to be held at: Court Room A,
73-4303 CR-A, Hawaii Belt Road, Kona Akau, Hawaii Island

Date of Hearing: Monday January 7, 2008 at 10:00am
In the case Respondent shall file written answer, it is to be within twenty days
after service hereof. To file any documentation concerning this case, please
mail four copies with a self addressed stamped return envelope to the address at
the top of the page to the attention of the Clerk of the SUPREME COURT.
Filing in person can also be done at the address listed above every Monday or
when the court is in session. See our website at:
http://aupunihawaii.com/circuitcalendar.aspx for dates and times when the
court is in session. If you have any questions, please call: (918) 398-9447 or
1-866-524-8551, or, email the clerk of the court at: kaulike@aupunihawaii.com.
NOTICE: Failure to appear or answer at the time and place cited in this
SUMMONS, the oath of the officer who duly served the
Respondent/Defendant(s), shall authorized the Justice/Magistrate to render
judgment in favor of the Petitioner and in favor of permanent injunction
therefore, and for the costs, as by default, without further proof; and render judgment according to the evidence, ex parte, award judgment for
default of appearance, according to the right of the matter involved.
Regards,
________________________________
signed Napua Namuo Clerk of the SUPREME COURT
SUMMONS CIVIL CAUSE
Published by Molokai Advertiser-News & Online 12/5, 12/12, 12/19, and 12/26/2007
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HISTORY You Did NOT Know?
99% of Americans Would NOT Use
Drugs Even if they were Legalized

POLICE STATE TYRANNY on KAUAI

Zogby Poll Suggests Prohibition Doesn't Reduce Use
Celebating the 74th anniversary of the repeal of national Alcohol Prohibition,
StoptheDrugWar.org today released polling results suggesting that drug prohibition's main supporting argument may be simply wrong. Drug policy reformers
point to a wide range of demonstrated social harms created by the drug laws -crime and violence, spread of infectious diseases, official corruption, easy funding for terrorist groups, to name a few -- while prohibitionists argue that use and
addiction would explode if drugs were legalized. But is the prohibitionist assumption well-founded?
Zogby polling data released today asked, "If hard drugs such as heroin or
cocaine were legalized, would you be likely to use them?" Ninety-nine percent of
respondents answered, "No." Only 0.6 percent said "Yes." The remaining 0.4 percent weren't sure.
The results are similar to usage rates occurring today under the"drug war," as
measured by the federal government's National Survey on Drug Use and Health
(formerly the National Household Survey). The 2006 NSDUH found 0.3 percent
of the population had used heroin in the past month and 2.4 percent had used
cocaine Even for cocaine, the numbers are compatible, because Zogby surveyed
persons aged 18 years and up, while NSDUH begins with age 12; and because of
the poll's statistical margin of error of 3.1 percentage points.
A comparison of drug use rates in countries with criminal penalties for drug
use with the drug use rates of countries that have decriminalized personal use also
suggests that policy may play only a secondary role in determining use rates. For
example, in the Netherlands, where marijuana is sold openly in the famous "coffee shops," 12 percent of young adults age 15-24 reported using marijuana during
2005, as compared with 24 percent in neighboring France, where marijuana is an
arrestable offense, according to data compiled by the European Monitoring Center
for Drugs and Drug Addiction
In the United States, where police make nearly 800,000 marijuana arrests
each year, young adults age 18-25 in the 2004-2005 survey year reported pastyear marijuana use at the rate of 27.9 percent.
David Borden, StoptheDrugWar.org's executive director, commented when
releasing the Zogby data: "Prohibition is sending hundreds of billions of dollars
per year into the global criminal underground. That money fuels crime and disorder on the streets of our cities, while simultaneously helping to finance international terrorist organizations. Meanwhile, inflation-adjusted cocaine prices are a
fifth of what they were 30 years ago, and any kid who wants to join the Mafia can
sign up to deal it in his school. Addicts are harmed by the prohibition policy worst
of all. It's time to stop shooting ourselves in the feet, and to control and regulate
drugs through legalization."
StoptheDrugWar.org (still known to many of our readers as DRCNet, the
Drug Reform Coordination Network), is an international organization working for
an end to drug prohibition worldwide and for reform of drug policy and the criminal justice system in the US. Visit http://stopthedrugwar.org/chronicle for the latest issue of our weekly, in-depth newsletter, Drug War Chronicle.

You Can Protect Freedom:
Question Authority!
"Where Rights secured by the Constitution are involved, there
can be no rule making or legislation which would abrogate
them."
Miranda v Arizona, (1966)

Tree Trimming & chips eastend
call 558 8253 for appointment/ estimate
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Video of ITT security confronting and manhandling Kauai resident.
This is raw un-edited footage of an Attack by ITT and Pacific Missile Range
Facility security on a videorgraphy teacher of youths in watersports activities outside the base property. Since Mr. Sato was video taping the youths body boarding for a show, he wanted lifestyle environment video footage for their library so
he started to video tape the security personnel outside the PMRF base nearby.
This looked like another activity the Pacific Missile Range Facility uses to
acquire more land outside the base property. Any activity by base personnel outside the base could have been conducted WITHIN the base property. By using
public land it demonstrates their intention to take more land from the local citizens of Kauai.
The Video confirms Bob Sato's charges of assault and battery and terroristic
threatening against an armed ITT security guard. Sato, the victin, was cited by
police for disorderly conduct..
The video shows an easily identifiable ITT guard wrestling with and threatening Sato, followed by an apparent struggle for the spinning camera before the
other eight ITT armed forces intervened.
Sato says the ITT personnel were there doing "target practice" by shooting
into the ocean and demanded he leave. Sato says he told them he was working on
his program filming water sports with children. Sato was apparently aware that
there was a rifle range on the mauka side of the dune where kids were bodyboarding, but at first the guards only asked Sato to go and Sato asked a PMRF
security uniformed officer why he had to leave a public beach. Suddenly an ITT
security guard came over and threatened Sato to stop the taping he was doing.
"So what, you guys going to get shot" the guard said as Sato continued to
tape. Then he attacked Sato.
Sato can be heard on the video to say "I'm going to leave" but, although the
assault stopped momentarily, it then continued, camera spinning, obscenities flying the guard attempting to seize the camera.
As the assault continued the ITT guard threatened Sato who said "let go of
my camera" repeatedly with the assailant saying "I'll throw it in the water... put
that camera away or I'll broke um".
After the physical fracas was over the verbal one continued.
The PRMF officer can be heard asking Bob Sato to leave, which he was
apparently doing although still taping. The officer kept stressing Sato was "just
fighting the government" Sato stressed his "free speech" right to continue taping.
The ITT PMRF assailant kept threatening Sato and finally Sato said he would
put the video on TV in response to a question from the assailant. The ITT security man made a final apparently terroristic threat against Sato.
"What- you threatening me?" he said. When Sato reiterated his right to tape
on public property saying the assailant had already grabbed him by the neck with
the camera, with a full frame video capture of his face the man said "Don't come
up in my face cause I going grab you and it's going be broken"
Sato is a popular Kaua`i kids'-sports TV producer. Sato says he expects to
play it on his regular program "Foundations of the Future For Youth" on Kaua`i
public access Channel 52
Sato said after reporting the attack to Kaua`i Police Sato says he went home
and kept calling KPD. So did ITT according to Sato's telephone conversations
with the police. Finally when an officer did arrive to, what Sato thought, take his
report he says he was "read my rights" and then, given a ticket for "disturbing the
peace". The police officer, Sato says, would not listen to anything he had to say.

